Cascade Ultra Pima
Intarsia Lover’s Jacket and Skirt

Designed By Susie Bonell
Ultra Pima Intarsia Lovers Jacket
Designed by Susie Bonell

Skill Level: Experienced

Materials: Cascade Yarns Ultra Pima: Color A: 2, (3, 3) skeins, Color B, C & D: 1 (1, 2) skeins each
Size #5 circular needle 29” or longer for body, 36” for I-cord trim is helpful.
Size #5 dpns for I cord
Yarn bobbins, 17 minimum
Yarn needle

Gauge: Size #5: 6 sts = 1” in st st

Finished Measurements: 37” (39”, 42”)

Jacket is worked in one piece to underarms and divided for front and back in Stockinette st (st st).
The color chart is the same for all sizes. The number of stitches across the triangles changes
the size.

BODY
Cast on 225 (241, 257) sts as follows per color chart:
1 st color B, 27 (29, 31) sts in color A, 1 st in color C, 27 (29,31) sts in color D, 1 st in color A, 27
(29,31) sts in color B, 1 st in color C, 27 (29,31) sts in color A, 1 st in color D, 27 (29,31) sts in C,
1 st in color B, 27 (29,31) sts in color D, 1 st in color A, 27 (29,31) sts in color B, 1 st in color C,
27 (29,31) sts in color D, 1 st in color A.

Purl next row working 2 sts in color A (edge triangle), 25, (27, 29) sts in color D, 3 sts in color C,
etc across row. Increasing the points of the triangles by 2 sts and decreasing the wider ones by
2 sts.
Continue in this manner on every row until there are 27 (29, 31) sts of a color that started out
as 1 st (except the edge triangles) and one stitch of a color that had 27 (29, 31) sts to start.

Following the color chart, change colors and work the same number of stitches per color as
the triangles of the previous row with the new color. Begin decreasing and increasing the colors
to form the triangles as before on the next and following rows.

Work until 12” from beginning following chart colors. NOTE: If you want it longer than 12” to
the underarm, repeat one of the previous color sequence rows.

Divide for Front and Back:
Slip next 56 (60, 64) sts for front onto holder. Slip last 56 (60, 64) sts onto another holder for other front. Working on back section only, keeping continuity of pattern, bind off 7 (8, 9) sts at the beg of the next 2 rows.
Dec 1 st each side every other row 7 (7, 8) times.
Work until armhole measures 8 ½” (9”, 9 ½”) above bound off sts.
Bind off 7 (8, 8) sts on next 4 rows.
Bind off 8 sts next 2 rows (all sizes)
Bind off remaining sts.

FRONTS
Work fronts as for back including all shaping and AT THE SAME TIME at ½” above bound off sts begin neck shaping as follows:
Dec 1 st at neck edge every 2nd row 14 (14, 16) times, then every 4th row 6 (7, 7) times. Work until armhole measures same as back and bind off as for back.

SLEEVES
With color A only, cast on 84 (90, 94) sts. Work garter stitch for ¾”. Change to st st and inc 1 st each side every 4th row 7 (3, 6) times, then every 6th row 2, 6, 4 times.
Work until sleeve measures 5” (6”, 6”)
Cap Shaping:
Bind off 7 (8, 9) sts on next 2 rows.
Dec 1 st each side every other row 7 (7, 8) times
Dec 1 st each side every row 9 (10, 9) times.
Dec 1 st each side every other row 11 (12, 13) times.
Bind off 4 sts next 4 rows. (all sizes)
Bind off remaining.

Weave in all ends.
Sew shoulder seams
Sew sleeve seams.
Set in sleeves.

I-cord Trim
With color A and long circular needle with right side facing, starting at center back at the bottom, pick up and knit one sts in each stitch around to front corner, work 2 extra sts in the corner, work up the front picking up *1 st in each of next 2 rows, skip one row, pick up 1 st in next row*, at neck edge work extra stitch at point where decreases begin and pick up in each st as necessary to keep even, pick up 1 st in each st across back, repeat down other side and across back to beginning. Cut yarn leaving long tail so as not to come undone.

With 2 double pointed needles, cast on 4 sts at beginning of picked up stitches as center back.
*Knit 3, knit 2 tog (last st on dpn and 1st on circular)*.
Scoot sts to right side of dpn and bringing yarn across back of needle, repeat between *’s around jacket edge.
Bind off last 4 sts and join to the beginning. Weave in all ends.
Steam as needed.
Ultra Pima Skirt  
Designed by Susie Bonell

Materials:  Cascade Yarn’s Ultra Pima: 5 (5, 6) skeins  
Size #5 circular 24” or 29” and 36” needles  
Stitch markers  
Yarn needle  
¾” elastic slightly larger than waist measurement

Gauge: 6 sts = 1 ln st

Measurements: To fit hip sizes: 32” - 36” (38”- 40”, 42” – 44”)

Mini Cable Panel (over 4 sts)  
Row 1: P1, skip next stitch and knit into 2nd st and leave on the needle, knit into skipped st and slip both off the needle, P1.  
Row 2: P1, K2, P1.  
Repeat rows 1 & 2 for pattern.

M1 = With left-handed needle pick up bar between stitch just worked and next st from the front and knit into the back of the loop.

Skirt is made from the top down in the round in stockinette stitch (st st) with 6 narrow cable panels incorporating the increases.

Waist Casing  
With shorter needles, cast on 180 (210, 234) sts. Join, being careful not to twist stitches. Work in st st for 2 ½”.

Form casing by joining cast-on edge, forming a double thickness as follows: Bring cast-on edge up behind work and align directly behind sts on needle; *insert right-hand needle into next on left-hand needle and also into corresponding st on cast-on edge, knit both sts together; rep from * around to about 2” from beginning. (leaving opening to insert elastic later)

Skirt  
Begin set up row for skirt as follows:  *K26 (31, 35) sts, place marker (pm), work Row 1 of Mini Cable Panel, pm; rep from * around. (6 panels).

Next row: *K to marker, sl marker, work Row 2 of Mini Cable Panel, sl marker; repeat from * around.

Work as established until 2 ½” from bottom of casing and work increase row as follows:

Increase Row:  *K to marker, sl marker, M1, work mini panel row, M1, sl marker; repeat from * around. (12 sts increased)

Repeat increase row every 2 ½” three more times, then every 1 ½” to 22 ½” (23”, 24 ½”) or desired length.  
312 (355, 378) sts.

Work in garter stitch, K one row, P one row in the round for ¾” and bind off.  
Weave in ends.

Run elastic in casing and sew together to waist measurement. Sew down remaining casing. Steam slightly if necessary.